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ABSTRACT
We propose efficient schemes for information-theoretically secure
key exchange in the Bounded Storage Model (BSM), where the ad-
versary is assumed to have limited storage. Our schemes generate a
secret One Time Pad (OTP) shared by the sender and the receiver,
from a large number of public random bits produced by the sender
or by an external source. Our schemes initially generate a small
number of shared secret bits, using known techniques. We intro-
duce a new method to expand a small number of shared bits to a
much longer, shared key.

Our schemes are tailored to the requirements of sensor nodes
and wireless networks. They are simple, efficient to implement and
take advantage of the fact that practical wireless protocols transmit
data in frames, unlike previous protocols, which assume access to
specific bits in a stream of data.

Indeed, our main contribution is twofold. On the one hand, we
construct schemes that are attractive in terms of simplicity, com-
putational complexity, number of bits read from the shared random
source and expansion factor of the initial key to the final shared key.
On the other hand, we show how to transform any existing scheme
for key exchange in BSM into a more efficient scheme in the num-
ber of bits it reads from the shared source, given that the source is
transmitted in frames.

1. INTRODUCTION
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State of the Art. A major building block in security and cryp-
tography is generation of a secret that two parties share. The secret
may then be used as a symmetric encryption or authentication key.

We propose a scheme to generate a shared key in the Bounded
Storage Model (BSM). The Bounded Storage Model was presented
in Maurer’s work [9]. This model investigates cryptographic tasks
such as encryption and authentication in the presence of an adver-
sary that has bounded storage capacity. While most of modern
cryptography limits an adversary’s resources, the usual approach
is to place a bound on the adversary’s time complexity. Given vari-
ous unproven assumptions on the hardness of computational tasks,
modern cryptography has many beautiful constructions of schemes
that are secure against an adversary that has limited time complex-
ity.

In the Bounded Storage Model, on the other hand, there is no
need for computational assumptions. Given a source of random
bits that broadcasts more traffic than the adversary can store, le-
gitimate parties can perform cryptographic tasks in a way that is
information-theoretically secure. This is true even if the storage of
the legitimate parties is smaller than that of the adversary.

One of the main cryptographic tasks is for two parties to share
a key, without leaking any of its bits to an adversary that monitors
traffic. [9] showed that a key can be shared even when the two
parties do not share any bits before the protocol begins. This work
was improved by [3], and this second work was analyzed in [5] and
shown to be essentially optimal in terms of the amount of data the
two parties can share, given the ratio between the storage capac-
ity of the adversary and the storage capacity of the two legitimate
parties.

Subsequent works [1], [2], [4], [8] and [11] showed schemes to
expand a small initial key to a much larger key that can be used as
a One Time Pad (OTP). Both the initial key and the OTP are shared
by the legitimate parties, but are unknown to the adversary. It is as-



sumed that the adversary has no information on the initial key with
probability1, while the probability that it has some information on
the one-time pad is less than some parameterǫ.

Our contribution. We propose a pair of two-stage scheme that
first use the process for initial key generation of [3] to generate a
short, shared key. Our schemes then employ a novel method for
expanding a short initial key into a longer key. Our scheme has the
basic property of key exchange schemes that passive attackers, who
only monitor traffic, do not obtain information on the shared key,
while active attackers may mount Man-in-the-Middle attacks. We
may assume that such attacks are foiled by identification performed
in the physical layer to distinguish between non corrupted and cor-
rupted nodes. We note that authentication of a wireless node for
which a shared secret should be established may be based on phys-
ical identification (e.g., [12]).

The basic step of our schemes is to use the initial key for both
the sender and the receiver to select several blocks of bits from
the shared random source. After all the random bits have been
transmitted, the sender chooses a random permutation on all the
stored bits and exchanges it with the receiver. After permuting the
bits, both parties exclusive-or all the bits in a contiguous block of
bits, thus obtaining a single bit of the OTP. Given enough such
blocks, they construct the whole OTP.

We present two protocols thePermutation Revealing Protocol
PRP andPermutation Encrypted ProtocolPEP. The permutation
in PRP is sent as clear text, deriving a singleOTP from a shared
random string of lengthn. In order to obtain anotherOTP, the two
parties must exchange a new permutation. InPEP the permutation
it is kept secret forever. Thus,PEP may be used with the same
permutation to derive an exponential number of One Time Pads.
However, to generate a newOTP the parties must share a new
random string of lengthn bits.

We use the following notation:k denotes the security parameter
which means that all schemes are information-theoretically secure
with probability at least1−ǫ = 1−2−k. The length of the random
string is denoted byn and the length of theOTP is denoted bym.

We view the random string as a matrix, where the number of
columns ism(k + log m) and the number of rows is denoted byb
and is equal ton/m(k + log m). We refer to the parameterb as
the number of channels. A physical implementation of the random
source may allow transmission in parallel overb channels in our
protocol. If the implementation does not allow such parallel trans-
mission, theb channels just define sections of sizem(k + log m)
bits within then-bit random string.

We use the fact that wireless protocols transmit data in frames of
several bits together for various reasons such as efficiency and error
correction. The transmission of a shared random string requires
just such a wireless protocol and we denote the frame length of this
protocol byα bits.

The complexity ofPRP under various measures is as follows.
The computational complexity ism(k+log m). The number of bits
read from the random source is⌈m

α
⌉α(log m + k). The expansion

factor, which is defined the ration between the initial secret (the
product of the first stage of the protocol) and the OTP lengthm is

m
log b(log m+k)

. The storage required for the second stage ofPRP is
O(m(k+log m). The storage required for the first stage is identical
to the storage of [3]. The main idea of that protocol is that the
sender and the receiver can each choose a small set of locations
from the random string and then store the bits in these locations.
After the transmission of the random string ends, they exchange
their chosen locations. Each shared location is associated with a
shared bit. By the birthday paradox, the storage requirement is

proportional to
√

n. We note that this storage can be reduced as
much as needed (within logarithmic factors) if the random string is
much larger thann. Or, in other words, if the two parties receive
ann-bit, random string multiple times.

A second contribution is to transform a key exchange scheme
that accesses distinct bits in the random strings into a scheme that
accesses blocks of bits (where each block is identified with a frame
of the wireless protocol). We can thus reduce the number of bits
that a scheme reads. Applied to Vadhan’s scheme [11], which is
reads the least number of bits of all known schemes, we obtain
scheme that readsk + log m bits (compared tok + log n).

Comparison with Previous Work. In all of the works that ex-
pand an initial shared key to a longer shared OTP, ([1], [2], [5], [8]
and [11]), the main measure of a scheme’s efficiency is its expan-
sion factor. That is, the ratio between the length of the one time
pad and the length of the initial key. By setting the one time pad to
always be of lengthm, the best scheme is the one with the shortest
initial key.

Table 1 compares the expansion factor of previous schemes and
our own. As a comment to Table 1, we notice that [4] requires fewer

Paper Length of initial secret
Ding-Rabin [2] k log n
Dziembowski-Maurer [4] k log n

Lu [8] (k+log n)2

log n

Vadhan [11] k + log n
Our work log b(log m + k)

Table 1: Comparing expansion factors

random bits than [2]; [8] requiresm ≤ nγ for someγ ∈ (0, 1),
and [11] requiresk < n/2log∗ n.

Our work has a better expansion factor than [2] and [4] when

k ≥ log m log b

log n
b

.

This is always true whenk ≥ log b.
Our work is better than [8] when

k ≥ log b log n.

Our scheme has a better expansion factor than [11] only for spe-
cific choices of parameters. Ifk > n/2log∗ n, then the best scheme
of [11] is not applicable. Additionally, ifb is very small, e.g.b = 2,
then our scheme is better than [11] by a constant factor.

A somewhat theoretical measure to compare these schemes is
an upper bound onm. An optimal upper bound ism ≤ n − k,
extracting almost all the random bits in the shared random string.
[11] comes within a constant multiplicative factor of this bound.
Our solution is slightly worse, since for a minimalb, b = 2 we
havem ≤ n/2(k + log m). We note that typicallym << n and
this bound is not reached.

Lu [8] and Vadhan [11] showed that all the above schemes fit
into a unified “sample then extract” approach. The idea is to sam-
ple a small number (t) of bits from then-bit random source so that,
informally speaking, the small sample has almost the same random
properties as the large, public string. Then, an extractor is applied
to thet bits yieldingm output bits for the one-time pad. An extrac-
tor is a function, that given a short random string (the shared, initial
key) and a larger string, which may not be completely random (the
t bits in the sample) outputs anm bit string which is statistically
close to being uniformly random.



Various samplers and extractors can be plugged into the overall
framework of [11]. The best expansion factor is reached by using a
sampler that is based on a random walk on an expander graph and
by using the extractor of [13]. Both of these, sampler and extrac-
tor, have relatively high computational complexity. Thus, the best
scheme of [11] may not be as appropriate for constrained devices
as our very simple scheme.

Another measure of the efficiency of such schemes is the number
of bits that each party must read from the random source. Wireless
traffic is sent in frames, in just about any wireless communication
protocol. Denote a frame length byα. Our protocol is the only
one that utilizes this property by sampling data in blocks ofm bits,
while all the previous protocols sample distinct bits. The following
table compares the number of bits that each scheme reads from the
random source.

Paper Number of bits read
Ding-Rabin [2] mkα
Dziembowski-Maurer [5] mkα
Lu [8] mkα
Vadhan [11] (k + log n)α
Our work ⌈m

α
⌉α(log m + k)

Table 2: Comparing number of bits read from random source

As α grows, our scheme becomes more efficient. Specifically,
when⌈m

α
⌉ ≤ log n+k

log m+k
, our scheme reads less bits than any other

scheme.
Our scheme takes advantage of physical implementations in an-

other way, which is not taken into account by previous schemes.
Consider a shared random source that is actually transmitted over
many physical channels in parallel. Previous schemes regard the
whole source as a single string and potentially access any (small)
set of bits. Such schemes may require a receiver to tune to more
than one channel at once or to change channels faster than the phys-
ical equipment is capable of. In contrast, our solution is tailored
for standard equipment: the receiver tunes to a channel, receives a
block of contiguous bits and then switches to another channel.

Our schemes resemble the protocols of Aumann, Ding and Rabin
[1] and [2]. These works introduce two protocols,Protocol 1and
Protocol 2. Our PRP works in the same setting asProtocol 1
and PEP works in the same setting asProtocol 2. Like these
two protocols, our schemes do not perform any computationally
expensive preprocessing. It is proven in [2] that the initially shared
key can be used and reused for an exponential number (in the length
of the initial shared key) of rounds, where in each round another
portion of the shared random string is produced.
Paper organization. The structure of the paper is as follows. We
present the setting and introduce notation in Section 2. The Per-
mutation Revealing ProtocolPRP is presented in Section 3. The
Permutation Encrypted ProtocolPEP and its improved version are
described in Section 4. The improving of the key exchange algo-
rithms is discussed in Section 5. Conclusions appear in Section
6.

2. SETTING AND NOTATION
Consider awireless networkWN which consists of several nodes.

A sender,S wishes to send information securely to a receiver,R.
S intends to encrypt its message in blocks ofm bits. Each block
is encrypted by a one-time pad of lengthm bits. S andR perform
a key exchange scheme to share anm-bit one-time pad prior to
sending an encrypted block.

We assume a bounded storage model in which all wireless nodes

have the same storage capacitysp, while an adversary has capacity
sAd such that possiblysAd > sp. S sharesm bits with R by
generating and sendingT random bits,sp < sAd < T .

The T bits are sent overb channels, which may have different
physical implementations such as different frequencies or differ-
ent time slots on the same frequency. We denote the channels by
c1, c2, . . . , cb.

The sender nodeS and the receiver nodeR simultaneously run
two independent processes in order to generate the sharedOTP.

Process 1runs in the background continuously; its purpose is
to generate (a small number of) shared random bits by using the
scheme of [5] as follows.S transmits toR a random stringα of
lengthT bits. In order to generate one secret shared bit,S andR
randomly recordO(

√
T ) bits and their indexes, usingO(

√
T log)T

bits of memory. Then,S andR send each other the indexes of the
stored bits, without revealing the actual values of these bits. Due
to the Birthday paradox [5], with high probability there is at least
one shared index forS andR. Assuming thatT is significantly
larger thansAd, there is high probability that the adversary does
not know this shared bit. Standard techniques may use repetitions
to make the probability that the bit is unknown to the adversary as
close to 1 as necessary.

The shared secret bits produced byProcess 1are expensive it
terms of the time (and number of non-shared random bits produced
by the sender) needed to produce a secret shared bit.Process 2
expands this computationally expensive random string and derives
a much longerOTP.

We define the expansion factorχ as a relation between the length
of the obtainedOTP and the length of the initial shared keys used
for generating theOTP.

The adversary we consider is passive, in the sense that it only
monitors the data betweenS andR, without actively taking part in
the communication. Informally, we say that an adversarybreaksa
key exchange scheme if it succeeds in correctly recovering a single
bit of the shared key. However, an adversary can always guess a
single bit in a key with probability1/2 by flipping a coin. Thus,
breaking a scheme means that an adversary can recover a bit with
significantly greater probability than1/2.

We parameterize the advantage that an adversary has over coin
flipping by a security parameterk, k ∈ N. We can now formalize
the notion of a secure key exchange protocol in our setting.

DEFINITION 1. A key exchange scheme for two parties in the
Bounded Storage Model is a two-party protocol that accepts as in-
put three parameters:sAd, a bound on the storage size of the ad-
versary,m, the length of the shared key andk, a security parameter.
The scheme’s output is a shared key of lengthm bits. The scheme
is information-theoretically secure if a computationally unbounded
adversary can not obtain any bit of the shared key with probability
greater than

1

2
+

1

2k
.

3. PERMUTATION REVEALING PROTOCOL
This section describes the Permutation Revealing Protocol (PRP).
The input ofPRP is a set of channels,c1, . . . , cb, a security

parameterk and the required lengthm of a sharedOTP, which is
the output ofPRP. As previously stated,PRP has two processes.
The first process (lines 6-10) begins without any shared random
bits and generates a small shared secret forR andS. This shared
secret, of lengthlog b(log m+k) is regarded aslog m+k indexes.
Each index determines one of theb channels.

Process 2is performed in two phases. During the first phase



(lines 13-20),S sends toR a large number of random bits.S and
R use the small key they share to determine which of the bits that
S sends in the first phase must be received and stored. The product
of the first phase is a large number of shared bits forS and R.
In the second phase (lines 22-36),S and R combine subsets of
their shared bits to derive anm-bit shared key. The main point of
PRP is that the adversary does not have enough space to store
all the random bits of phase 1. The combination of bits in phase
2 make it very likely that for every bit in theOTP, the adversary
misses at least one of the bits that generate it.

Diving into the details we note thatS transmits random data over
b different channels inProcess 2, phase 1. Letλ = log m+k. The
data in each channel is organized inλ blocks ofm bits each. Thus
for everyj = 1, . . . , λ there areb different blocks ofm bits (one
on each channel). The shared keys defines the correct channel
for block j. This channel, numbersj , is the only channel thatR
intercepts in lines 15-16.

In phase 1,S sendsbmλ bits. BothS andR store onlymλ bits,
denoted in the algorithm byR1,s1 , . . . , Rλ,sλ

.
In the second phase ofPRP, S sends toR in clear text (possibly

monitored by the adversary), a random permutationπ. This per-
mutation defines a reordering of the bits of the concatenated shared
string R1,s1‖ . . . ‖Rλ,sλ

(protocol for S, lines 23-25). In order
to determineπ, S has to generate and sendmλ log(mλ) random
bits. Heremλ bits is the number of bits in the concatenated shared
string, andlog(mλ) is the number of bits needed to encode an in-
dex in this concatenated string.

Upon reception ofπ, R permutes themλ random bits received
during the first phase, and generates a matrixP of λ rows andm
columns (protocol forR, lines 23-29). Thei − th bit of OTPis
computed as an exclusive-or of all bits of thei − th column (lines
31-36).

The following theorem proves thatPRP is an information- the-
oretically secure key exchange scheme in the Bounded Storage
Model. We prove the result for a limited adversary. However,
we conjecture that the protocol is secure for any adversary with
bounded storage.

THEOREM 1. Assume, that an adversaryAd is computation-
ally unbounded, but its storage is limited tosad bits, sad < L/2,
whereL = min(T, bmλ). Assume further thatAd is limited to
storing bits of the random storing and does not store a function
of these bits. Then,PRP outputs anOTPof m bits thatS and
R share, and the probability that the adversary determines even a
single bit of theOTP correctly is less than1/2 + 2−k.

PROOF. Since the adversary can store no more thanL/2 bits, it
can store at most half of thebmλ bits thatS transmits during the
execution ofPRP.

We set an indexi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and bound the probability
that the adversary can reconstruct thei-th bit of the one-time pad.
PRP computes that bit asOTPi = ⊕λ

j=1pi,j . If the adversary
does not store at least one of the bitspi,j , j = 1, . . . , λ then it
has no information at all onOTPi, since the bit that the adversary
does not store is completely random. In this case, the adversary has
probability1/2 to correctly guessOTPi.

If the adversarydoesstore all the bitspi,j , j = 1, . . . , λ then
whenπ is revealed the adversary may be able to correctly compute
OTPi. Therefore, the probability that the adversary correctly com-
putesOTPi is at most the probability that the adversary stores all
of pi,j , j = 1, . . . , λ.

S andR choose anλ-tuple at random to createOTPi from all
theλ-tuples thatPRP allows. They use the shared key ofProcess 1
to choose theirλ channels, so there arebλ possible choices. Given

theλ channels they haveλm shared bits, out of which they choose
uniformly at randomλ bits. On the other hand, the adversary stores
at mostbmλ/2 bits and must choose aλ-tuple out of these bits.

Thus, the probability that the adversary obtains the correct bits
is at most

( bmλ
2
λ

)

bλ
(

mλ

λ

) ≤ (bmλ/2)!(mλ − λ)!

(bmλ/2 − λ)!bλ(mλ)!

=
(bmλ/2) · (bmλ/2 − 1) · · · (bmλ/2 − λ + 1)

bλ(mλ) · (mλ − 1) · · · (mλ − λ + 1)

≤ 2−λ

Therefore, the probability that the adversary succeeds in obtain-
ing any of them bits is at most

Σm
i=12

−λ = m2− log m−k = 2−k.

4. PERMUTATION ENCRYPTED PROTO-
COL

In PEP, the number of bits shared inProcess 1, is larger than in
the PRP case. The shared key is reusable for an exponential (in
the security parameterk) number of encryptions.

PEP is similar toPRP, but instead of a permutation revealing
phase, the shared bits ofProcess 1define the permutationπ that is
used inProcess 2. The same permutation is used over and over in
N rounds to generate successive blocks ofm bits for theOTP.

In this section we useλ(N) to denotelog(mN) + k. Thus, the
notationλ used in thePRP section can be written asλ(1).

The length of the shared key afterProcess 1of PEP is equal to

λ(N) log b + mλ(N) log(mλ(N)).

The first summand,λ(N) log b, definesλ(N) blocks oflog b bits.
Each such block determines a channel on which to receive a block
of bitsRj,i (similarly to PRP).

The second summand,mλ(N) log(mλ(N)), determines a per-
mutation on all themλ(N) bits thatR and S share in order to
obtainm bits for anOTP.

S andR perform a similar procedure toProcess 2in PRP to
derivem bits. In phase 1,S sendsmλ(N) random bits toR over
each of theb channels. For each block ofm bits, only a single
channel is correct, while all other channels carry random dummy
bits. Similarly toPRP, the correct channel is defined by bits shared
in Process 1.

In phase 2,S andR use their shared permutation to reorder the
mλ(N) log(mλ(N)) shared bits in a matrix of sizeλ(N)×m. An
exclusive-or on all the bits of a matrix column yields anOTP bit.
Performing this process on each of them columns of the matrix
produces anOTP of lengthm bits.

S andR repeat this processN times. Each timeS sends new
random bits and bothS andR use the same permutation.

THEOREM 2. Assume, that an adversaryAd is computation-
ally unbounded, but its storage is limited tosad bits, sad < L/2,
whereL = min(T, bm(log m+log N +k)). Then,PEP outputs
an OTP of mN bits thatS andR share, and the probability that
the adversary obtains even a single bit of theOTP is less than2−k.

PROOF. Since the adversary can store no more thanL/2 bits, it
can store at most half of the bits thatS transmits during the execu-
tion of PEP.

We set an indexi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and bound the probability
that the adversary can reconstruct thei-th bit of the one-time pad.



PRP. Protocol for SenderS

1: Input:
2: C = {c1, . . . , cb} is a set ofb
3: channels,m is the output length
4: andk is a security parameter.
5
6: Process 1:
7: Generate a shared key withR
8: s = {s1, ..., slog m+k},
9: wheresi is a block oflog b bits
10: for everyi = 1, . . . , log m + k.
11:
12: Process 2:
13: Phase 1:
14: for j = 1 to log m + k do
15: for i = 1 to b do
16: Generate a random string
17: Rj,i =

{

r1
j,i, . . . , rm

j,i

}

18: TransmitRj,i over channelci.
19: end for
20: end for
21:
22: Phase 2: Permutation Sharing
23: Choose a random permutationπ
24: over a set ofm(log m + k) elements.
25: Sendπ to R
26: Letλ denotelog m + k.
27: LetP be a bit matrix of sizeλ × (n).
28: GenerateP by applyingπ to
29: R1

1,s1
, . . . , Rm

1,s1
, . . . , R1

λ,sλ
, . . . , Rm

λ,sλ
.

30:
31: GeneratingOTP
32: for i = 1 to m do
33: for j = 1 to log m + k do
34: OTPi = ⊕λ

j=1pi,j

35: end for.
36: end for.

PRP. Protocol for ReceiverR

1: Input:
2: C = {c1, . . . , cb} is a set ofb
3: channels,m is the output length
4: andk is a security parameter.
5:
6: Process 1:
7: Generate a shared key withS
8: s = {s1, ..., slog m+k},
9: wheresi is a block oflog b bits
10: for everyi = 1, . . . , log m + k.
11:
12: Process 2:
13: Phase 1:
14: for j = 1 to log m + k do
15: StoreRj,sj

, them bits received on
16: channelsj .
17: end for
18:
19:
20:
21:
22: Phase 2: Permutation Sharing
23: Receive fromS a random permutationπ
24: Letλ denotelog m + k.
25: LetP be a bit matrix of sizeλ × (n).
26: GenerateP by applyingπ to
27: R1

1,s1
, . . . , Rm

1,s1
, . . . , R1

λ,sλ
, . . . , Rm

λ,sλ
.

28:
29:
30:
31: GeneratingOTP
32: for i = 1 to m do
33: for j = 1 to log m + k do
34: OTPi = ⊕λ

j=1pi,j

35: end for.
36: end for.

Figure 1: Permutation Revealing Protocol PRP.



PEP computes that bit asOTPi = ⊕λ(N)
j=1 pi,j . The probability

that the adversary obtains the correct bits is at most

(
bmλ(N)

2
λ(N)

)

bλ(N)
(

mλ(N)
λ(N)

)
≤ (bmλ(N)/2)!(mλ(N) − λ(N))!

(bmλ(N)/2 − λ(N))!bλ(N)(mλ(N))!

=
(bmλ(N)/2) · · · (bmλ(N)/2 − λ(N) + 1)

bλ(N)(mλ(N)) · · · (mλ(N) − λ(N) + 1)

≤ 2−λ(N)

Therefore, the probability that the adversary succeeds in obtain-
ing any of themN bits is at most

ΣmN
i=1 2−λ(N) = mN2− log(mN)−k = 2−k.

Improved PEP. The expansion factor ofPEP can be often im-
proved by the following procedure, which we refer to asimproved
PEP.

1. Begin with a shared, initial key of length
log b(log ξ + k + 1), whereξ is the length of the initial key
for PEP (with security parameterk + 1).

2. UsePRP to expand this key to a shared output string of
lengthξ.

3. PerformPEP with a shared key of lengthξ.

The expansion factor of improvedPEP is better than that ofPEP when
ξ ≥ log b(log ξ + k).

5. IMPROVING KEY EXCHANGE ALGO-
RITHMS

All previous BSM key exchange algorithms required the partic-
ipants to sample bits at random locations. If the random source
is transmitted in frames of lengthα, then each such protocol must
readα times as many bits as the protocol would require if bits were
accessible individually. In this section we show how to modify a
given key exchange protocol to reduce the number of bits that it
must read from the random source.

Denote byP the given key exchange protocol, and denote by
f(n) the number of bits that a key exchange protocol reads from a
random source of lengthn when distinct bits are available individ-
ually. In our setting, such a protocol must readαf bits.

If α ≥ k + log m, we can improve the protocol as follows.
Choosek+log m random blocks off(n) bits and read them. After
the transmission of the random source ends, exchange a random
permutation for anf(n)×(k+log m) matrix. Obtainf(n) random
bits by running exclusive-or on all bits of a column of the permuted
matrix. Complete the scheme by executing the extractor ofP on
thef(n) random bits. The improved scheme readsα(k + log m)
bits instead ofαf(n) bits.

In practice,α ≥ k + log m is the typical scenario. For example,
if k = 64 andm ≤ 256 bytes, we needα to be greater than16
bytes, which is certainly the case for most wireless protocols.

A second scheme improves the original protocol when

f(n) ≤ f(
n

α
) +

(α − 1)f( n
α
)

k + log m
.

T he participants runP for a random source ofn/α bits. Each
location thatP samples determines a block ofα bits instead of
a single bit. Therefore, the two parties readαf(n/α), compared

to αf(n) in the original scheme. The sender and receiver extract
enough bits by taking the first bit of each block forf(n/α) bits.
They obtain more bits by the same method we have already used of

permuting the remaining bits, a matrix ofk+log m over
(α−1)f( n

α
)

k+log m

bits and getting
(α−1)f( n

α
)

k+log m
random bits by exclusive-or on all the

bits of each column.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We present a new technique based on defining sections of a ran-

dom sequences, rather than bits, and the (later) use of random per-
mutation of the bits among the concatenation of the chosen sec-
tions. The technique fits the multi-frequency wireless communi-
cation among sensors and mobile ad-hoc devices where the choice
of a subset of the frequencies (rather than a single one as analyzed
above) implies exponentially growing security parameter.

For completeness we mentioned known techniques that authen-
ticate other non adversarial devices by physical layer fingerprints,
and the ability to establish a short secret (in the bounded storage
model) from scratch, using the birthday paradox.

We believe the combined techniques are simple to implement
and can be efficiently used in practice.
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